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Advanced, Innovative  & Swift Biotechnology for All Hair 
Types, to be applied In Salon within versatile services, 
generating multiple benefits including Super Express 
nanoLamination to retrieving youth back to hair.

One Step nanoLamination shield building

https://vimeo.com/854333911




 Professional

550 ml  
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Relaminate Restructurer  for All Hair Types to be applied in salon for swift Bond Reformation 
nanoLamination restructuring hair bonds for soft & smooth hair fibres. New technology & formula 
comprising highly substantive nano polymers performing affinity to hair structure to ensure 
ultimate recuperation & reconstruction during a swift nanoLamination as follows: correcting the 
cross-sectional shape of hair to make it smooth and undistorted, supporting the self-restorative 
functions of hair forming outer layer to construct hair outer & inner foundation by closing open 
cuticle layer and sealing natural nourishing nutrients inside hair fibre to enable enhanced 
inner fluent nourishment from roots to ends and self healing, insulating hair fibre against 
damaging environmental sources as humidity, salty water and UV rays, providing anti-dryness 
protection under heat, light smoothing using heating sources as sunrays, blow drier and 
flat iron, speeding up drying time, enhancingshine, creating hair that is supple and resilient, 
detangling and reducing friction between hair strands for freedom of movement, enhancing 
colour shine, prolonging colour retention and keeping colour from fading, resulting perfect 
hair fibre, healthy, toned, smooth, elastic, soft, humidity-proof, static and frizz controlled 
intensified natural shine and radiant colour vibrancy, easily designed and manageable

 Relaminate  Restructurer



Home care

150 ml/550 ml 

150 ml 

 Relaminate Shampoo for All Hair Types gently and effectively cleanses hair and scalp as well as
 balancing and refreshing them keeping their natural pH. It enhances colour shine, prolongs colour
 retention and keeps colour from fading. It also detangles and reduces friction between hair strands
 for freedom of movement  and improved combability so hair is healthy, toned, elastic, soft, fresh,
 light, static and frizz controlled, luminous having intensified natural shine and colour vibrancy

 Rlaminate Sustainer for All Hair Types insulates hair fibre against damaging environmental
 sources as humidity, salty water and UV rays, providing anti-dryness protection under
 heat and making it elastic. It lightly smoothes hair using heating sources as sunrays,
 blow dryer and flat iron as well as speeding up drying time and enhancing shine so
 hair is healthy, toned, smooth, elastic, soft, humidity-proof, static and frizz controlled,
easily designed and manageable having intensified natural shine and colour vibrancy

Relaminate  Shampoo

 Relaminate Sustainer
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nanokeratinsystem.com

http://www.nanokeratinsystem.com/
https://www.instagram.com/nanokeratinsystem/
https://www.facebook.com/NanokeratinUK/
https://twitter.com/nanokeratinuk

